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Abstract. We describe a group membership protocol, called the time-

wheel group membership protocol, for a timed asynchronous distributed
system. This protocol is a part of the timewheel group communication
service that supports multiple group communication semantics simultaneously. The timewheel group membership protocol is unique in several
respects. First, it has been designed for a timed asynchronous distributed
system model. Second, it is optimized for those failure scenarios that are
more likely to occur than others. In particular, it uses a very simple and
fast algorithm to recover from single failures. Furthermore, the group
communication service is not interrupted, if a failure suspicion turns out
to be a false alarm. Third, this protocol incurs minimal processing load
during failure-free periods. In fact, this protocol does not cause any extra messages to be exchanged during failure-free periods. Finally, as a
consequence of using the timed asynchronous distributed system model,
this is one of the rst few non-real-time membership protocols that are
timed, i.e. its speci cation describes what outputs and state transitions
occur in response to inputs and the time it takes these outputs and state
transitions to occur.

1 Introduction
With the ever increasing use of computers in everyday life, particularly in critical
applications, the need for high performance, dependable systems is increasing.
Unfortunately, building high performance, dependable systems is complicated.
One technique to construct a dependable service is to implement it by a team
of replicated servers. The underlying idea is that the currently running team
members, i.e the current group of servers that implement the service, maintain
a consistent replicated service state and, if one member fails, the others form a
new group and continue to provide the service. Group communication services
are a set of fault-tolerant services that enable replicated application processes
to maintain a consistent replicated state, despite random communication delays
or failures [7].
A group membership protocol is a part of a group communication service
that is useful in maintaining a consistent replicated service state in the presence
?
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of communication or processor failures [9]. Informally, it provides a consistent
system-wide view of which team members are operational at any given moment
in time.
In this paper, we present a group membership protocol called the timewheel
group membership protocol. This protocol is a part of the timewheel group
communication system [17, 19] that supports multiple group communication
semantics simultaneously and provides excellent overall performance in the absence as well as presence of communication or process failures. In particular,
the timewheel group communication service provides three kinds of ordering
semantics|unordered, total ordered and time ordered, three di erent kinds of
atomicity semantics|weak, strong and strict atomicity, and one termination semantic.
The timewheel membership protocol is unique in several respects. First, it
has been designed for a timed asynchronous distributed system model [10]. This
model has been proposed recently. Most distributed systems based on non-realtime operating systems and communication services, such as Unix and UDP, are
timed asynchronous. Second, while this protocol deals with all failure scenarios
within the failure model assumed, it is optimized for those scenarios that are
more likely to occur than others. In particular, it uses a very simple and fast
algorithm to recover from single failures. Furthermore, the group communication
service is not interrupted, if a failure suspicion turns out to be a false alarm.
Third, this protocol incurs minimal processing load during failure-free periods.
In fact, this protocol does not cause any extra messages to be exchanged during
failure-free periods. Finally, as a consequence of using the timed asynchronous
distributed system model, this is one of the rst few asynchronous membership
protocols that are timed, i.e. its speci cation describes what outputs and state
transitions occur in response to inputs and the time it takes these outputs and
state transitions to occur. Timed asynchronous membership protocols proposed
earlier are described in [13, 8].

2 System Model
We assume a timed asynchronous distributed system [10]: the system consists
of a nite set of processes linked by an asynchronous datagram service. A oneway time-out delay  is de ned for the datagram service. Although there is no
guarantee that a message will be delivered within  time units, a message is
likely to be delivered within . We say that a process receives a message m in
a timely manner, if the transmission delay of m is not greater than . When
the transmission delay of m is greater than , we say that m has su ered a
performance failure or that m is late. The asynchronous datagram service has
omission/performance failure semantics [7].
The process management service de nes a maximum scheduling delay ,
meaning that a process is likely to react to any trigger event (such as a timer
event) within  time units. If a process p takes more than  time units to react to
a trigger event, it su ers a performance failure. When p's reaction time is at most

, we say that p is timely. We assume that processes have crash/performance
failure semantics [7].
Each process p has access to a local hardware clock Hp . The drift rate of a
correct hardware clock is bounded by an a priori given constant . Hardware
clocks are not synchronized: the deviation between two correct hardware clocks
can be arbitrarily large. For most quartz clocks available in modern computers,
the maximum hardware clock drift rate  is of the order of 10,4 to 10,6. We
assume that hardware clocks have crash failure semantics and that a non-crashed
process has a correct hardware clock.
This system model is signi cantly di erent from the well-known time-free
asynchronous system model [18], in which services are time-free, i.e. their speci cation describes what outputs and state transitions should occur in response
to inputs without placing any bounds on the time it takes these outputs and
state transitions to occur. Because in this time-free model an observer cannot
distinguish between correct, slow or crashed processes, most of the group communication services that are of importance in practice, such as consensus, election or membership, are not implementable [18, 23, 3]. Most existing distributed
systems based on non-real-time operating systems and communication services,
such as Unix and UDP, are timed asynchronous.
The timewheel membership protocol described in this paper is a part of
the timewheel group communication service that also includes a clock synchronization protocol and an atomic broadcast protocol. The clock synchronization
protocol keeps the local clocks of correct processes synchronized: (1) the deviation between two synchronized clocks is bounded by a given constant , and
(2) the drift rate of the synchronized clocks is within a known linear envelope
of real-time. In the timed asynchronous system model, it is not possible to keep
correct clocks synchronized all the time, because it allows a (very unlikely) run
in which no process can communicate with any other process. We therefore use
a fail-aware clock synchronization protocol [15] that guarantees that (1) any
process p knows at any time if its clock is synchronized, and (2) whenever the
underlying datagram and process service allows this, p's clock is synchronized.
A process p that cannot keep its clock synchronized is removed from the current group by the group membership protocol. When p can synchronize its clock
again, p applies to join the group again.
The timewheel broadcast protocol [19] is an optimization and extension of the
protocols proposed in [5] and [11, 12]. A broadcast of an update may be initiated
by a member at any time by sending a proposal message to all group members.
Another type of message called a decision message is used to associate unique
numbers, called ordinals, to updates/membership changes being broadcast2, establish the stability of broadcast updates, and to detect message losses. A group
member, called the decider, is responsible for sending decision messages. A decision message includes an ordering and acknowledgement list (referred to as oal
henceforth) consisting of update/membership change descriptors, along with in2

The delivery order of updates/membership changes is not necessarily same as the
order of the ordinals associated with them.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture of the Timewheel Group Communication Service.
formation about which group members have received those update/membership
changes.
In order to distribute the processing load evenly among all group members
and to detect process or communication failures fast, the role of the decider
is rotated among group members. All group members are cyclically ordered. A
group member d relinquishes its decider role by sending a decision message in
at most D time units, and the next group member in the cyclical order assumes
the decider role on receiving this decision message. Each member maintains two
bu ers|a proposal bu er, to store the received proposals, and a proposal descriptor bu er, to store proposal descriptors and their ordinals. Both of these
bu ers are updated on receipt of proposal or decision messages. Updates stored
in these bu ers are delivered to the clients when three delivery conditions, atomicity, order, and general (see [19] for details), are satis ed.

3 Membership Speci cation
The timewheel membership protocol is a majority agreement protocol [8]: (1) it
provides a sequence of completed majority groups, where a completed majority
group is a majority group joined by all its members, and (2) all members of a
completed majority group g in this sequence agree on a history of replica updates
when they join g. A consequence of the majority agreement membership protocol
is that there may be some limited divergences between the histories seen by the
members of completed majority groups and other team members [8].
A team is a set of processes. In this paper, we are only interested in the team
of processes executing the timewheel group communication service, and so, we
will use the term process to refer to a process in that team. The timewheel
group membership protocol maintains a consistent system-wide current group
(sometimes also called \view") of processes that exhibit \synchronous behavior".
The meaning of synchronous behavior is formalized by predicate -stable [15]. A
process p is -stable i (1) p is timely, (2) p can communicate in a timely manner

with a majority of processes and all these processes are -stable, and (3) p can
detect all messages from non -stable processes as being late and, therefore,
can reject them. The membership protocol tries to provide each process with
an up-to-date group of processes that currently exhibit synchronous behavior.
Because processes can be partitioned, it is not always possible that all processes
maintain an up-to-date group. The timewheel membership protocol is fail-aware
in the sense that a process knows at any point in time if its current group is
up-to-date.
More precisely, the membership protocol satis es the following properties
(see [16]): (1) If a process is -stable for at least  time units, it has an up-todate group, (2) at any point T in clock time, if p and q have an up-to-date group
at T , their group is identical, (3) if a process is -stable for at least  time units,
it is included in any up-to-date group, (4) if a process' current group has been
out-of-date for  time units, it is excluded from all up-to-date groups, and (5)
an up-to-date group contains at least a majority of the processes.
The group membership problem or the atomic broadcast problem is not solvable in the time-free asynchronous system model [18, 4]. However, existing asynchronous systems have typically enough \synchronism" to allow a deterministic
solution of the group membership or the atomic broadcast problem. For example, a typical execution of a system consists of long periods in which the system
is -stable interleaved by relatively short periods in which the system is not
-stable. We formalize this observation by a progress assumption [14]: we assume that the system will be in nitely often -stable. This progress assumption
allows a deterministic solution of consensus [14]. Since the consensus problem is
as hard as the group membership or the atomic broadcast problem [4], it also
allows a deterministic solution of the group membership or the atomic broadcast
problem.

4 Protocol Description
4.1 Overview
This protocol is based on the ideas developed in the membership protocols described in [20, 1, 21, 2]. Informally, the key idea in these protocols is that the
team members exchange membership messages and each live team member p
maintains a set Sp of live team members based on these messages. The team
members continue to exchange membership messages until the following property is satis ed: 8q 2 Sp , Sq = Sp .
We conceptionally split the timewheel membership protocol into two parts at
each team member|a failure detector and a group creator. Each failure detector
maintains an alive-list of team members that are currently functioning correctly.
A failure detector is unreliable, i.e. an alive-list can contain team members that
have failed, or there might exist some team members that are live but not in the
alive-list. Furthermore, the alive-lists maintained by di erent failure detectors
can be di erent. A group creator uses this alive-list to maintain a group-list. It

guarantees that all correct team members in a group-list agree on the current
and past group-lists. We call a process in a group-list a group member.
While the timewheel membership protocol deals with all failure scenarios that
may occur within the failure model assumed, it is optimized for those scenarios
that are more likely to occur than others. This protocol does not send any
messages as long as all group members periodically send their decision messages.
When the role of the decider is lost, because of a single process crash or an
omission/performance failure of a single decision message, a simple and fast
single-failure election protocol is started to instantiate a new decider. When the
less likely case of multiple failures occurs, a multiple-failure election protocol is
started to create a new group.
This protocol uses three control messages: no-decision, join, and recon guration. In addition, a decision message, which is a part of the timewheel atomic
broadcast protocol, is also treated as a control message by the membership protocol. A failure detector keeps all group members under surveillance by checking
that they send control messages periodically. Recall that group members take
turns to take the role of decider in the timewheel atomic broadcast protocol,
and a decider sends a decision message in at most D time units after it takes
the decider role. So, a failure detector expects to receive a decision message after
at most D time units from the current decider d, a decision message from the
successor of d after at most D time units after receiving the decision message
from d, and so on.
A failure detector suspects that a group member p has failed, if it doesn't
receive a control message from p in the expected interval of time. In such a case, it
informs the group creator that a member p has crashed. The group creator then
uses a single-failure or a multiple-failure election protocol to instantiate a new
decider and to exclude the failed process(es) from the membership. This failure
detection algorithm is similar to an attendance list or a neighbor surveillance
protocol that has been proven to require the minimum number of messages that
must be exchanged to detect member failures [6].
The single-failure election protocol works in the following way. If the successor
p of the current decider d suspects that d has failed, p sends a no-decision
message requesting that d be removed from the membership. When a process r
receives a no-decision message suspecting d from r's predecessor and if it agrees
with this suspicion, it sends a no-decision message in at most D time units. The
single failure election protocol terminates when all group members except d have
agreed about the suspicion of failure of d. This happens when the predecessor
q of d receives a no-decision message from its predecessor, and agrees with the
suspicion. In this case, q removes d from the membership by appending a new
membership descriptor in oal in which p is not a member. On the other hand,
in case a process r receives a no-decision message suspecting the failure of d
from its predecessor, and r has received the last decision message from d, i.e. r
does not suspect the failure of d, r becomes the new decider, and sends decision
message as usual.
The multiple-failure election protocol uses a time-slotted approach to agree

on the new membership. The global time-base provided by the synchronized
clocks is divided into cycles and the cycles are divided into slots; each team
member has exactly one slot per cycle. Each team member p sends a recon guration message during its time slot that contains p's current alive-list and the
highest timestamp of a decision message p has sent or received. The process q
proposing the highest timestamp can create a new group when at least a majority of processes have sent a recon guration message and were members of the
last group q knows about.
After the role of the decider is lost, the remaining group members rst try to
elect a new decider using the single-failure election protocol. In case this mechanism fails to elect a new decider|possible when multiple failures occur|a
second election mechanism is applied, which is based on sending of recon guration messages periodically. The election algorithm has to ensure that at most
one decider is created. This is complicated by the fact that when a process participates in the election of a new decider, further failures can force processes to
start a new election, and this could lead to the instantiation of multiple deciders.
We solve this problem by using synchronized clocks in a simple way: a process
can only participate in one election per cycle and messages sent to elect a new
decider can only be used for about (N -1)D time units after they were sent and
by at most one process. To understand this, suppose process p participates in
an election and this leads to the instantiation of a new decider and, suppose p
later on participates in a new election. Since, p will no longer assume the role
of decider in the group resulted from the earlier election, it will take at most
N slot times (one cycle) for the role of decider to be lost in this earlier group.
Hence, if p waits until its next time slot (one cycle) before it participates in a
new election, there can be at most one decider at any time.
The initial group, i.e. the rst group created after the system starts, is formed
in the following way. When a process is created or recovers after a crash, it sends
a join message in each of its time-slots. It continues to update its alive-list based
on which processes have sent join messages. When a majority of the processes
have sent join messages with the same alive-list, a new decider is instantiated.

4.2 Detailed Description
Failure Detector Let N denote the total number of team members and FDp

denote the failure detector of process p. The alive-list of FDp contains p and
each process q, such that p has received at least one control message from q in
the last N slots. A failure detector uses the send timestamps to maintain its
alive-list. The length of each time slot has to be at least D + , where D is the
maximum time interval after which a decider sends a decision message, and  is
the one-way timeout delay described in Section 2.
During a failure free period, all group members are in the alive-list, i.e. no
group member is suspected to have failed. A failure detector informs the group
creator, when it suspects that a process has failed. Consider the case when
process p has received a decision message with send timestamp ts from the
current decider d. After receiving this decision message, FDp expects a control

message from the successor e of d before time ts +2D. In the following discussion,
we call e the expected sender. If p does not receives a control message from e with
a timestamp greater than ts before time ts + 2D, it informs the group creator
that e is suspected to have failed. In the following discussion, we say that a
timeout failure has occurred, when a failure detector informs a failure suspicion.
We assume that processes reject duplicate or old control messages, i.e. when we
say that a process p receives a control message m from the expected sender s,
we implicitly assume that p checks the send timestamp of m to determine that
it hadn't already received m, and that m is sent after time ts.

Group Creator It is the responsibility of the group creator to instantiate a
new decider when the role of the decider is lost. The group creator ensures that
all created groups include at least a majority of the processes and all members
have the same group-list. This is done by allowing only the decider to change the
group-lists. The decider disseminates these changes by appending a membership
descriptor containing the new group-list to the ordering and acknowledge list
in its decision message. Group creators of other members use this descriptor to
update their group-lists. We describe a group creator as a nite state machine
with six states (see Figure 2): join, failure-free, wrong-suspicion, 1-failure-receive,
1-failure-send, and n-failure.
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Fig. 2. State Transition Diagram of a Group Creator: D = decision, R = recon guration, and ND = no-decision message received from expected sender;
timeout = no message received from expected sender; Dsend ; NDsend = group
creator sends this control message.
The join state handles the creation of a new group. This new group consists of
the members of the current group and processes which want to be integrated into

the group. During stable periods, when there are no communication or process
failures, all group members are in failure-free state. They all become decider
periodically, and send at least one decision message per cycle. The 1-failurereceive, 1-failure-send, and the wrong-suspicion states are used to handle a single
omission/performance failure of a decision messages (which may cause the loss
of decider) or a single crash/performance failure of a current group member. A
process enters a 1-failure-receive or 1-failure-send state, if it concurs with a single
failure suspicion. A process enters a wrong-suspicion state, if it does not concur
with a single failure suspicion. This wrong-suspicion state is introduced to mask
situations in which some processes do not receive a decision message from the
current decider d in time and try to exclude d from the membership. Finally, the
n-failure state is used to handle more than one failures during a cycle.

Join State
All team members are in join state at the start of the system. In addition, a
team member is in join state after it recovers from a crash failure. The membership protocol creates the rst group as follows. Each process p in join state
maintains a list, join-listp , of all those processes from which p has received at
least one join message in the last N -1 slots; join-listp always contains p itself. A
process includes its join-list in each join message it sends. A process q becomes
the decider in its time slot, when (1) join-listq contains a majority of the processes, and (2) q has received a join message from each process p in join-listq in
the p's last time slot, such that join-listq = join-listp . Process q creates a new
group containing exactly the processes in its join-list, transits to a failure-free
state, and sends a decision message (the rst decision message). This decision
message includes a membership descriptor containing the membership of the
new group.
This algorithm guarantees that more than one deciders cannot be elected at
the same time. This is because a new decider is elected as soon as a majority of
the processes agrees on the join-list. In case, another process p does not receive
the rst decision message from the newly elected decider q, p will remove q from
its join-list. So, another process cannot use the same set of join messages as used
by q to become a decider. On receiving a decision message, a team member p
transits to the failure-free state, if it is included in the membership of the new
group.
If a group has already been created, a process p in the join state joins the
group as follows. It sends in each of its time-slots a join message requesting that
it wants to be a member of a new group. If a process receives p's join messages in
a timely manner, it includes p in its alive-list. Let the current member q be the
successor of p in the next group g (to be formed) which includes p and q. When q
becomes the decider and if all group members have included p in their alive-list,
q creates a new group g that includes p; recall that group members piggyback
their alive-lists on all control messages they send. In addition, q retrieves its
application state by calling a dedicated function provided by the application, and
updates the state of p by sending this retrieved application state and undelivered

proposals from its proposal bu er to p. Process p updates its application state
by using the application state received from q and installing it by invoking a
function provided by the application.

Failure-free State
If p is in failure-free state and a timeout failure of the expected decider s occurs, it transits to either 1-failure-send or 1-failure-receive state. These states
indicate that a single communication failure (loss of a decision message) or a
single process crash (failure of s) has occurred. If p is the successor of s, it sends
a no-decision message indicating that it suspects that s has failed and, after
sending this message, it switches to 1-failure-send state. Otherwise, p transits
to 1-failure-receive state. If p is in failure-free state and receives a no-decision
message from the expected decider d, it transits to wrong-suspicion state, indicating that d has apparently missed a decision, which p has received. Finally, if p
is in failure-free state and receives a recon guration message from the expected
decider, it switches to n-failure state, indicating that at least two failures have
occurred.

Wrong-suspicion State
A process p is in wrong-suspicion state when a single failure has been suspected
and p does not concur with this suspicion. In this state, p checks which process
is suspected to have failed. If p itself is suspected, it resends its last control
message after the receipt of each no-decision message. This ensures that if p's
last control message was lost because of a transient communication failure, other
group members are expected to receive this retransmitted control message before they decide to exclude p from the membership. However, notice that in our
system model, there is no guarantee that this retransmitted control message will
be received by other group members. Indeed, in a timed asynchronous system,
we cannot guarantee that a live group member will not be excluded from the
membership.
In a wrong-suspicion state, a process p expects to receive a no-decision message or a decision message at least once in every D time units from the expected
senders. In this state, if a timeout failure of the expected sender occurs, or if
p receives a recon guration message from the expected sender, it transits to
n-failure state indicating that multiple failures have occurred. If p in wrongsuspicion state receives a no-decision message from its predecessor, it assumes
the role of the decider and switches to failure-free state. In the failure-free state,
p will create a decision message using the information it has received from q's
last decision message, where q is the suspected process, and send this decision
message as usual. If p in wrong-suspicion state receives a decision message from
the expected sender and it is still a member of the current group, it transits to
failure-free state. This situation occurs when another group member that does
not concur with the failure suspicion has sent a decision message. If, on the other
hand, p receives a decision message from the expected sender, and it is no longer

a member of the current group, i.e. a new group has been formed that does not
contain p as a member, p switches to join state.

1-failure-receive State
A process p in 1-failure-receive state expects to receive a no-decision or a decision
message every D time units from the expected sender. Let q be the suspected
process. If p receives a no-decision message from its predecessor and p is not q's
predecessor, then p sends a no-decision message and switches to 1-failure-send
state. If p receives a no-decision message from its predecessor and p is q's predecessor, then all members of the current majority group except q have agreed
that q has failed by sending a no-decision message. In this case, p can form a
new group if there are a majority of processes still remaining that concur with
q's failure. So, if the current membership includes more than a majority of the
processes, then p removes q from the membership, switches to failure-free mode,
and becomes the new decider. If, on the other hand, the current group-list has
exactly a majority of the processes, p is not allowed to create a new group. In
this case, it sends a recon guration message and switches to n-failure state.
If, in 1-failure-receive state, p receives a decision message from the suspected
process, it transits to wrong-suspicion state. If p receives a decision message from
the expected sender, it transits to failure-free state. Finally, if a timeout failure
occurs, or if p receives a recon guration message from the expected sender, p
switches to n-failure state.

1-failure-send State
A process p in 1-failure-send state has already sent a no-decision message indicating that it suspects the failure of a member q. While in 1-failure-send state,
if a timeout failure occurs at p, or if p receives a recon guration message from
the expected sender, it switches to n-failure state. If a no-decision message is
received from the expected sender, p stays in 1-failure-send state. Finally, if a
decision message is received from the expected sender, p switches to failure-free
state.

n-failure State
A process p in n-failure state maintains a list of processes, called the recon gurationlist. This list contains p and all those processes from which p has received a reconguration message in the last N -1 slots. p send a recon guration message in each
of its time slots. A recon guration message sent by p contains p's recon gurationlist, the timestamp ts of the last decision message m that p knows about, and
eld oal of m. A process p that has sent a recon guration message with timestamp ts, creates a new group during its time slot, if there exists a majority S
of processes such that the following properties are satis ed: (1) p has received
a recon guration message from all processes in S in their last time slot, (2) the

recon guration-list received from all processes in S in the last time slot is identical to p's recon guration-list, (3) timestamps included in the recon guration
messages from processes in S in the last time slot are not greater than ts, and
(4) all processes in S were in the last group p is aware of. The new group created
by p contains exactly the processes in S and p is the decider of the new group.
p sends a new decision message and switches to failure-free state. Notice that
no two processes can use the same set of recon guration messages to become
the new decider, because the rst process p which can use these recon guration
messages does not send a recon guration message and hence all successive processes exclude p from their recon guration-list, if they do not receive p's decision
message.
If a process q in n-failure state receives a decision message from the expected
sender that includes a new membership containing q, it switches to failure-free
state. If q is not included in the new group, it waits until it has received a decision
message from all new group members. After receiving decision messages from all
new group members q switches to join state. This delayed switch to the join state
ensures that when the role of the decider is lost in less than a decider round,
q could participate in a new election. In our failure assumptions, we assumed
that at least a majority of processes S which were members of the last group
survive until a new process is reintegrated into the system. This ensures that
the a new decider is elected as soon as all processes in S can communicate in a
timely manner.
Notice that in the protocol described so far, a no-decision message followed
by a recon guration message sent by the same process p could result in multiple
deciders. This is because both the single-failure and multiple failure elections
could be successful in this case. To avoid this situation, when p switches to nfailure state, it does not participate in a new election for the duration of N -1 slot
times. If the rst election is successful and p becomes the decider, it transits to
failure-free state. If the single-failure election is successful, but p does not assume
the role of the decider, the decider role created by the single-failure election will
lost in at most (N -1)D time units. During this waiting period, p transmits a
recon guration message with an empty recon guration-list in its time slot. This
ensures that p will not participate in an election for at least N -1 slots and that
a new decider is typically elected in two rounds.

4.3 Preserving Order and Atomicity Semantics
Whenever a change in the group membership occurs due to process departures,
some of the updates proposed by the departed group member(s) may have to
be discarded. This is needed to ensure various ordering and atomicity semantics
that the timewheel group communication service provides. Hence some proposal
descriptors have to be removed from the oal. The key problem is to ensure
that all current group members deliver an update whose proposal descriptor is
not removed from oal, and no current group member deliver an update whose
proposal descriptor is removed from oal.

Undeliverable Proposals
We call a proposal that should not be delivered by any of the current group
members an undeliverable proposal. A proposal pr proposed by a departed team
member q is an undeliverable proposal if it belongs to one of the following four
categories: (1) Lost proposal: a proposal descriptor of pr is included in the oal,
but no current member has received pr, (2) orphan-order proposal: pr is proposed
with a total or time order semantics and there exists an undeliverable proposal
ppr, whose ordinal is smaller than that of pr, (3) orphan-atomicity proposal:
pr is proposed with a strong or strict atomicity semantics, and there exists an
undeliverable proposal ppr, whose ordinal is smaller than or equal to the hdo of
pr, or (4) unknown dependency proposal: pr is proposed with a strong or strict
atomicity semantics, and hdo of pr is greater than the highest ordinal known to
the remaining group members.
The rationale behind lost proposals is that no current group member has
received pr, and so the update proposed in pr cannot be delivered. The rationale
behind orphan-order proposal is that both the total and the time order delivery
semantics must preserve the FIFO property, i.e the updates proposed by the
same process must be delivered in the order they are proposed. If pr is an
orphan-order proposal, the update proposed in ppr is not delivered and so, the
update proposed later by the same sender in pr should also be not delivered. The
rationale behind orphan-atomicity proposal is that strong and strict atomicity
require that the update proposed in pr can be delivered by a member p, only
after p or a majority has received all proposals on which pr could depend; recall
that pr can depend on all proposals with ordinals less than or equal to the hdo
of pr. If pr is an orphan-atomicity proposal, the update proposed in ppr is not
delivered and so, the update proposed in pr that could depend on the update
proposed in ppr should also not be delivered.
Finally, the rationale behind unknown dependency proposal is that while pr
has been received by some or all group members, no member knows some of the
proposals on which pr could depend. This situation can occur as follows. Process
q is the decider. It orders some new proposals in the oal and sends a decision
message dm . After sending dm, it sends a proposal pr with strong or strict
atomicity. Due to transient communication failures, some or all current group
members receive pr, but none receives dm. Since pr is sent with strong or strict
atomicity semantics, it can be delivered only after all proposals with ordinals
smaller than or equal to the hdo of pr have been delivered. However, since q
ordered some new proposals in dm and no current group member received dm,
the hdo of pr is greater than the highest ordinal known to any of the current
group members. So, these members do not know which new proposals were
ordered by q, and hence, cannot deliver pr.

Removal of Undeliverable Proposals
The proposal descriptors of all undeliverable proposals must be removed from
the oal and all such proposals must be purged from current group members'

local bu ers. To remove such proposals from oal, each member p sends its current view (vp ) of the oal in all no-decision or recon guration messages it sends.
Process p's view vp is derived from the oal of the decision message m with the
highest send timestamp that p has received: p uses this oal from m and updates
the acknowledgment bits. Each process p also includes a eld dpd (delivered
proposal descriptors) in all no-decision or recon guration messages it sends; this
eld contains a list of all proposal descriptors p has delivered, but which have
an unde ned ordinal so far. Field dpd will be used by the new decider to append all proposals to the newly created oal which have unde ned ordinals, but
which have already been delivered by a new group member. This is necessary
to ensures the atomicity constraints. View vp together with eld dpd contains
acknowledgements for all unstable proposals p has received so far. Suppose, p
sends a no-decision or recon guration message requesting that a process q be
removed from the membership. In this case, p marks a proposal pr as undeliverable in its proposal descriptor bu er if pr was proposed by q and p hasn't
received pr so far. In addition, p marks all those proposals undeliverable that
are proposed by q and are received after p has sent the no-decision or recon guration message.A process does not deliver or acknowledge any proposal that is
marked as undeliverable. An undeliverable mark on a proposal is automatically
cleared after one cycle, unless it was set again. This is because a no-decision or
recon guration message can only be used for the creation of a new group for at
most the duration of N , 1 slots.
Let us assume that a new group is created by a process r by removing process q from the membership. Since every group member includes its current view
of the oal in no-decision or recon guration messages, process r has the current
view of the oal from all new group members. It uses these views to update the
acks in its proposal descriptor bu er and the acks in its current view of the oal.
The election of r guarantees that each view which r has received is a pre x3
of r's current view of the oal, because r includes in the new group only those
processes that were members of the last group and has the current view of the
oal with the highest send timestamp. Decider r uses its current view of the oal
as new oal, but it marks proposal descriptors of all undeliverable proposals in
oal as undeliverable to indicate that no group member will deliver the corresponding update. Furthermore, proposals which have already been delivered by
some members, but which haven't been ordered so far, are appended to the oal
by r using eld dpd of the recon guration or no-decision messages received from
all new group members. The proposal descriptors marked as undeliverable are
deleted from oal by a decider when these descriptors reach the head of oal. In
addition, each group member purges all proposals marked as undeliverable from
their pdb and pb.
3

We hereby ignore the purging of stable descriptors and di erent values in the acknowledgment elds.

5 Implementation
The timewheel group membership protocol is currently being implemented on a
network of SGI workstations (Indys) connected by a moderately loaded 10Mb/s
Ethernet. This implementation uses the UDP broadcast socket interface of the
Unix operating system. The single-failure election protocol has already been implemented. This implementation has been nontrivial for two reasons. First, unlike other group communication services, the timewheel group communication
service provides multiple semantics concurrently. The three atomicity semantics
of an update broadcast using the timewheel group communication service are
a ected by the group membership protocol. Hence, special care has to be taken
to ensure that updates are delivered correctly in the presence of process failures
and recoveries. Second, unlike in other group communication services proposed
for an asynchronous distributed system, the number of events that may occur
concurrently at a group member is rather large in the timewheel group communication service. This requires an ecient mechanism to handle concurrent
events.
There are two common techniques to implement concurrent, event-driven
software: thread-based and event-based. In the thread-based technique, a separate
thread is spawned for each event type, say etype , in the program. This thread
waits for an event of type etype to occur and takes appropriate actions on the
occurrence of that event. In the event-based technique, a single-threaded event
loop performs event demultiplexing and event handler dispatching in response
to the occurrence of multiple events.
An initial thread-based implementation indicated that there is signi cant performance overhead associated with using threads. This signi cant performance
overhead results from having to use a large number of threads and to schedule these threads explicitly. Since the number of di erent types of concurrent
events in the timewheel group communication service is large, a large number of
threads needs to be created and maintained. As a result, the performance overhead associated with creating and maintaining this large number of threads is
large. Furthermore, to avoid dealing with race conditions among these threads,
we schedule these threads explicitly in the protocol code. Due to a large number of threads, this takes up signi cant amount of time. A detailed comparison
between the two techniques, thread-based and event-based, to implement group
communication service is given in [22].
We chose an event-based implementation of the timewheel membership protocol. To do so, we rst implemented an event handler that allows a client to
wait for multiple concurrent events: the client can de ne for each event a procedure that processes that event. As soon as an event occurs, the event handler
calls the appropriate procedure to allow the client to process that event. At any
time, at most one event is processed and therefore no explicit synchronization
between procedures that are processing the events is required. The event handler
is implemented by a single thread of control and allows an ecient processing
of a large number of di erent types of events.

6 Conclusions
We have presented a group membership protocol, called the timewheel group
membership protocol, for a timed asynchronous distributed system model, which
has been shown to be more general than the asynchronous distributed system
model used in the past. A consequence of using the timed asynchronous distributed system model is that the protocol speci cation describes not only what
outputs and state transitions occur in response to inputs, but also the time it
takes these outputs and state transitions to occur. While this protocol deals with
all failure scenarios within the failure model assumed, it is optimized for those
scenarios that are more likely to occur than others. To deal with single failure
scenarios, it uses a very simple and fast algorithm. It does not interfere with the
other protocols, such as atomic broadcast or clock synchronization, if a failure
suspicion turns out to be a false alarm. Furthermore, it minimizes the processing
overhead during failure-free periods.
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